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I could never have got up by myself for the rock faces were very
steep, smooth and slippery. The guide wanted to put me up on to
the top of the Logan Stone but I declined. He shewed me the deft
in the cliff into which the Logan Stone rolled when Lieutenant
Goldsmith and his crew upset it. The guide first put his shoulder
under the stone and rocked it, and then I did the same. It rods
perceptibly though very slightly. But it has never rocked so well
and easily since it was wilfully thrown down. The perfect balance
of nature could never be restored.
I found the rest of the party waiting for me sitting on the oppo-
site rock. An elderly grizzled man in a blue slop was offering
photographs for sale. He was a boy when the Logan Stone was
As we returned to the wild granite village along the field paths
a rude vulgar crew of tourists (real British) passed us going down
to the cliffs, grinning like dogs, and one of the male beasts said in
a loud insolent voice evidently meant for us to hear, 'I hope they
haven't upset the Logan Rock'. For a moment I devoudy wished
that we had.
The village was a paradise of black pigs which lay about in the
gkre of the sun under the hot granite walls par-roasted but in great
content.
At the inn we had some ale and cider. The horses were put to and
we drove on to the nearest point which we could reach by carriage.
Here H., Captain P. and I alighted, waved adieu to the ladies, who
drove on to the Land's End while we walked to the same point
along the coast and over the line of magnificent cliffs and Head-
lands which stand between.
[The walk is described.]
Crossing the croft near the Inn while gathering heath Capt, P.
killed a snake or viper with his stick, ripped it open with his knife
and found three young mice inside. Edward Noy came to meet us,
saying the ladies were waiting for us down among the rocks, and
sure enough they, were waiting and had been waiting for an hour
or more. Famished they were and some of them sleeping for hunger.
The Inn and a tent outside the house were occupied by a large
vulgar picnic party, so we had our nice dinner among the rocks in
aristocratic simplicity and seclusion. A 'duke is truly a lordly dish.

